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Abstract: Orthogonal optical coding is widely used in classical multi-user communication
networks. Using the phase conjugation property of stimulated parametric down-conversion, we
extend the current time-domain orthogonal optical coding scheme to the spatial domain to encode
and decode image information. In this process, the idler beam inherits the complex conjugate
of the field information encoded in the seed beam. An encoding phase mask introduced onto
the input seed beam blurs the image transferred to the idler. The original image is restored by
passing the coded transferred image through a corrective phase mask placed in the momentum
space of the idler beam. We expect that this scheme can also inspire new techniques in secure
image transmission, aberration cancellation, and frequency conversion imaging.

© 2023 Optica Publishing Group under the terms of the Optica Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

The conventional physical realization of the orthogonal coding protocol is the spectral coding of
coherent optical pulses [1–3], where the sender encodes the message with a randomly generated
code to one half of the spectrum, and only the receiver who applies the correct code to the
opposite half can retrieve the image from the noise. Recently, a quantum version of orthogonal
spectral coding [3] was also realized with the correlation of entangled photons in the time domain.

The fast development in remote sensing and detection urgently calls for a reliable coding
protocol for the exchange of image information. In the spatial domain, wavefront aberrations
often degrade the image quality in both classical and quantum imaging schemes. In particular,
quantum imaging schemes [4,5] are highly vulnerable to aberrations because the correlated photon
pairs produced in the spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) become disentangled
even under very small perturbations. Despite the destructive nature of wavefront aberrations
in imaging systems, the phase mask in the Fourier plane that leads to aberrations can be
used to encode and secure image information. This suggests that a coding protocol of image
transfer in the spatial domain should be possible in principle if wavefront aberrations can be
effectively canceled. Recently, multiple schemes have been demonstrated to correct the wavefront
aberrations [6] in quantum imaging experiments. Both local aberration cancellations [7,8] and
nonlocal cancellations [9] which use the position-momentum entangled photon pairs produced in
a spontaneous parametric down-conversion have been performed experimentally.

In this letter, we extend the latest nonlocal aberration cancellation scheme [9] to a non-degenerate
case and demonstrate an orthogonal optical coding scheme using the spatial correlation of the
seed-idler pair in a stimulated parametric down-conversion. Recent theoretical work [10] has
demonstrated that stimulated parametric down-conversion, also known as the difference frequency
generation (DFG), provides a more efficient method to extract the same information as by using a
photon pair produced by its quantum counterparts – SPDC [11]. This close connection between
DFG and SPDC has initiated a number of new methods that are more efficient to characterize and
harness the spatial correlation of photon pairs [12,13]. Taking advantage of the high photon flux
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in the seeded process, we show that a practical image coding scheme using the spatial correlation
of photon pairs can be realized through DFG.

2. Principle of orthogonal spatial coding

In a DFG process, the seed beam Es and the pump beam Ep are mixed in a nonlinear crystal and
generate a third beam Ei, which we call the idler beam. Each field has a transverse spatial profile
Ej(r) (j = p, i, s):

Ej = Ej(r)eikjzej (1)

where ej(j = p, i, s) is the unit polarization vector. The process satisfies energy conservation
ωp − ωs = ωi and momentum conservation kp − ks = ki. Assuming that the pump is undepleted
by the nonlinear interaction and the process is perfectly phase-matched, the coupled-amplitude
equations describing the DFG are given by [14]
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(2) describes the second-order nonlinearity of the crystal. In the thin-crystal
limit, the spatial profile of the down-converted idler beam obtained from Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) is
proportional to the product of the pump beam spatial profile and the conjugate of the seed beam
spatial profile [15]:

Ei(r) ∝ Ep(r)E∗
s (r) (4)

The code used to code the image is described by a momentum-dependent phase factor eiφs(ks)

acting on the angular spectrum of the seed beam that carries the image:˜︁Es(ks) = ˜︁Es,message(ks)eiφs(ks) (5)

where ˜︁Es,message(ks) is the angular spectrum of the image message encoded in the seed beam.
Using the property given by Eq. (4), we can express the angular spectrum of the down-converted

idler beam as ˜︁Ei(ki) ∝ ˜︁Ep(kp) ∗ ˜︁E∗
s,message(ks)e−iφs(ks) (6)

where ˜︁Ep(kp) is the angular spectrum of the pump wave and ∗ is the convolution operator.
Thus, under the plane-wave-pump approximation, kp = ki + ks ≈ 0, we are able to completely
filter the effect of the encoding aberrations by placing a momentum-dependent phase mask
ϕi(ki) = ϕs(−ks) at the Fourier plane of the idler arm.

To implement orthogonal spectral coding in the spatial domain, we apply a spatial code matrix
to the angular spectrum of the image we want to send. That is, we introduce artificial random
aberrations by passing the Fourier transform of the image through an encoding phase mask. The
phase mask takes the form of an N × N matrix for which each element is randomly chosen from
two values, 0 and π. The receiver only measures a randomly distorted image without a matching
decoding phase mask.

3. Experimental results

In our experiment, the spatial code is generated by a random phase mask on a spatial light
modulator (SLM) placed at the Fourier plane of the seed beam.We first create an N × N matrix
(N<1000) where each entry ϕrand

ij takes a value of either 0 or π. This procedure provides the
spatial code we use to encode the image transferred to the receiver (Fig. 1). Then we expand
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the N × N matrix to fill the entire SLM window using a bicubic interpolation method [16] to
ensure the smooth phase change across the phase mask printed on the SLM. This resulting phase
profile ϕrand(x, y) is used on both SLMs to introduce and cancel the effect of the spatial coding in
the system. Due to the momentum anticorrelation between the idler and the seed, the decoding
phase mask printed on the SLM in the idler beam should be a flipped copy of the phase mask on
the SLM that encodes the image on the seed beam. This means the random phase profile printed
on the SLM in the idler arm should satisfy ϕrand(xi, yi) = ϕ

rand(−xs,−ys) where (xn, yn) (n = i, s)
is the pixel coordinate of the SLM screen in the idler/signal beam.

Fig. 1. Principle of orthogonal spatial coding. (a) Encoding an image. A random matrix of
0 and π phase shifts is applied to the Fourier transform of the image sent to the receiver. The
encoding phase mask introduces artificial aberrations to the image and produces a distorted
and blurry image at the receiver’s end. For clarity and simplicity, the image sent here is
a simple Gaussian beam and the size of the encoding matrix is chosen to be 10 × 10. (b)
Decoding the transferred pattern. The Gaussian beam is recovered when the receiver applies
a matching phase mask. Any other phase masks keep the image distorted and blurry.

Figure 2 shows the experimental setup used to implement the orthogonal spatial coding of
images with DFG. A Type-II beta barium borate (BBO) nonlinear crystal was pumped by a
horizontally polarized, 20 mW, c.w. 405 nm collimated Gaussian beam with a diameter of 1.7
mm produced by a diode laser. The seed beam with a wavelength of 780 nm was first collimated
and then illuminated an object that features the USAF 1951 target. Both the pump and the seed
beam were spectrally filtered with a narrowband filter (10 nm) centered at 405 nm and 780
nm respectively. A half-wave plate was placed after each narrowband spectral filter to control
the polarization of the pump and the signal beam so that the phase-matching condition of the
nonlinear frequency conversion is satisfied. The object, illuminated by the 780 nm seed beam,
was imaged onto the Type-II BBO nonlinear crystal by a 4f (f = 20 cm) image-relay system.
A spatial light modulator (Meadowlark E-series 1920 × 1200 SLM) was used to introduce the
encoding key to the image in the seed beam. The image is encoded by the random phase mask
printed on the SLM placed in the Fourier plane of the seed beam. The DFG process between
the pump beam and seed beam is observed when the phase-matching condition is satisfied. The
encoded conjugate image is transferred to the idler beam whose wavelength is 842 nm. Another
4f system (f = 20cm) relays the conjugate image produced in the DFG onto an ICCD camera. A
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the experimental setup. L: lens; HWP: half-wave plate; BPF: band-pass
filter; NLC: Type-II nonlinear crystal (BBO). A Type-II BBO crystal is pumped by a 405nm
CW laser beam with a Gaussian spatial profile (drawn in blue). The seed beam (drawn in
green) passes through the object in the form of the USAF test chart. The image is then
encoded by the random pattern imposed on SLM1. The encoded image, which is imaged
onto the BBO crystal, seeds the DFG process. The phase mask on SLM2 recovers the image
transferred to the idler beam (drawn in red).

Fig. 3. Air-force target and images captured by the ICCD camera. (a,e,i): objects on the
USAF 1951 chart (b-d): the unencoded image, encoded image, and decoded image of three
horizontal bars transferred to the idler beam at 842 nm; (f-h):the unencoded image, encoded
image, and decoded image of three vertical bars transferred to the idler beam at 842 nm;
(j-l): the unencoded image, encoded image, and decoded image of the digit "2" transferred
to the idler beam at 842 nm.

second spatial light modulator (Santec SLM-200) was placed at the Fourier plane of the idler
beam to decode the transferred conjugate image.
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We transferred three different objects, three horizontal bars, three vertical bars, and the digit
"2" on the USAF 1951 target with our image coding setup. The down-converted idler beam spans
around 2.4mm in width and around 1.6mm in height. Figure 3(b), 3(f), and 3(j) show the images
of the objects transferred onto the 842 nm idler beam when the encoding phase mask is turned
off. Figure 3(c), 3(g), and 3(k) show the distorted images collected on the ICCD camera when a
random phase mask, ϕi(ki), is applied to the image in the seed beam. The phase value on the
SLM in the idler arm is set to zero everywhere so that no decoding is made. Figure 3(d), 3(h)
and 3(l) show the recovered images when the correct decoding phase mask, ϕi(ki) = ϕs(−ks),
is printed on the SLM in the idler arm. In all the images collected by the ICCD camera, we
can observe some minor discrepancies from the original USAF 1951 target images, even in
the transferred images without encoding. This is because the angular spectrum of the pump
beam is approximately a Gaussian distribution with a small but non-zero width, which is only a
reasonable approximation to a Dirac delta function. According to Eq. (6), this difference leads to
a minor deviation from the original target image in the down-converted idler beam even without
encoding.

4. Discussion

To quantify the effect of the encoding and decoding phase masks, we use the Pearson correlation
coefficient (PCC) [17] to describe the degree of similarity between two images. We take the
USAF 1951 target images as benchmarks and calculate the Pearson correlation coefficients for
the transferred image without aberrations, the decoded image, and the decoded image in the
842-nm idler beam respectively. We first standardize all images collected and the target images
by converting them into 100 × 100 8-bit-grayscale form. Then we define the Pearson correlation
coefficient r that quantifies the deviation from the target in the following way [18]:

r =

∑︁N
i,j=1(xij − mx)(y

targ
ij − mtarg

y )√︃∑︁N
i,j=1
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where xij (ytarg
ij ) is the 8-bit grayscale value of the pixel in the i-th row and j-th column of the

image tested (target object), and mx (mtarg
y ) is the mean grayscale value of all pixels in the image

tested (target object). The absolute value of the Pearson correlation coefficient, r, ranges from
0 to 1. If |r | = 1, this means the image collected by the ICCD and the target image are fully
correlated or anti-correlated, so all features in the target are honestly reproduced. If |r | = 0, this
means the image collected by the ICCD camera and the target image have no correlation. In
this case, no information about the target can be obtained from the image collected by the ICCD
camera.

Table 1 shows the Pearson correlation coefficients (PCC) calculated for all three features on
the USAF 1951 target. For transferred images and decoded images, the average PCC’s are
0.627 and 0.598 respectively, showing a strong correlation with the original target images. On
the contrary, the average PCC of encoded images is 0.212. Considering the common white
background in all images, this value shows a minimal similarity between the encoded images
and target images. Overall, the results shown in Fig. 3 and Table 1 indicate that the coded
image can be effectively transferred and restored through a non-degenerate stimulated parametric
down-conversion process as expected.
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Table 1. Pearson correlation coefficients(PCC). PCC calculated here describes the correlation
between the image collected by the ICCD camera and the objects on the USAF 1951 target. A larger
value stands for a stronger correlation between the image tested and the object. Note that the PCC
of the decoded image of horizontal/vertical bars is slightly higher than the unencoded image due to
the simplicity of the target. For more complicated geometries like the digit "2", the correlation to the

ground truth of the unencoded image exceeds the decoded image as expected.

Horizontal Bars Vertical Bars Digit "2"

Unencoded 0.682 0.666 0.535

Encoded 0.328 0.211 0.0962

Decoded 0.695 0.674 0.454

5. Conclusion and outlook

In our orthogonal spatial coding scheme, the color of the received image is different from the
image sent out in the seed beam. Therefore, we expect that, with proper modifications in our
setup, our image coding setup may also find a suitable place in many frequency-conversion
imaging schemes [19,20]. In these experiments, the photon interacting with the sample is up or
down converted into a different wavelength before it is collected by the detector because direct
observation of samples under UV or visible light often induces fluorescence [21], and a long
exposure of the biological samples to high-frequency electromagnetic radiation can also cause
sample photodamage and phototoxicity [22]. The orthogonal spatial coding technique used
in this letter may suggest new possibilities to correct image aberrations caused by anisotropy
and optical defects in biological samples in many frequency-conversion imaging applications.
Our spatial encoding scheme also paves the way for developing a secure long-distance quantum
communication protocol. The wavelength of the information-carrying signal compatible with the
current long-distance fiber-based communication infrastructure can be translated to a shorter
wavelength compatible with the current silicon-based single-photon detectors [23].

In conclusion, we have proposed and demonstrated an orthogonal spatial coding scheme based
on classical difference frequency generation. In the low-gain regime, the output field of the
stimulated parametric down-conversion is proportional to the product of the pump field and the
conjugate of the seed field. Making use of this property, our experiment has shown that the
encoded image in the seed beam can be transferred to the idler beam at a different wavelength.
The distorted image transferred to the idler beam can be recovered by canceling the effect of
the spatial coding with a proper corrective phase mask placed at the Fourier plane of the idler.
We expect that the scheme proposed in this letter can be further developed into several practical
frequency-conversion imaging schemes in aberrating media.
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